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Abstract. We investigate users ability to recognize tactile textures on
mobile surface when performing a primary task that either saturates the
attention or is cognitively demanding. Our findings indicate that the
attention saturating task decreases performance by 6.98% and increases
frustration, mental demand and physical effort compared to a control
condition. The recognition task can be done in an eyes-free style while
continuing to perform the primary task. While cognitively demanding
task demands more time to switch to the texture recognition task but
decreases the time needed to recognize the texture without compromising
accuracy compared to a control condition. The two tasks are handled
sequentially with gaze attention directed to the current performed task.
For both primary tasks, the recognition rate stays higher than 82% and
the total time does not decrease, suggesting that tactile texture could
be effectively recognized and used by users when performing a primary
task. Finally, we discuss the implications of our work for tactile feedback
based interaction.It is our hope that our findings will contribute toward a
better understanding of tactile feedback perception on touchscreen when
performing another primary task.

Keywords: Tactile texture · Haptic · Primary task · Secondary task ·
Attention saturating task · Cognitively demanding task.

1 Introduction

Mobile touchscreens are becoming increasingly important in everyday life, pro-
viding different information and services (e.g., communication, social media, gps,
travel, education, banking, entertainment, etc...). The growth of mobile applica-
tions used in all aspects of life and the easiness of interaction with them through
tactile input allow users to interact with touchscreen in many different ways
and in different contexts, including situations where interaction complements
another, a primary task, that either needs full attention (e.g., driving [10]) or
is cognitively demanding(e.g., receiving a notification when typing a text [9]).
Indeed, touchscreen applications most often use visual cues in order to pro-
vide feedback, e.g., confirm/verify/response a notification or to guide user finger



movements to the correct target item [10], which may in practice induce some
perceptual distractions when a user is performing another primary task.

In the same time, touchscreens have been enhanced with tactile feedback that
provides users with stimulation when touching the surface [3, 1, 7, 24, 33, 22, 30].
In particular, a rich variety of tactile textures have been proposed that have
been shown to be identifiable by users [24, 27]. Tactile textures only require user
finger exploration on the screen, and can possibly free users from the constraint
to get visual feedback; which presents an interesting way to reduce the demand
for visual attention to the touchscreen, in the case of secondary interaction task.

There is little existing research concerning the use of tactile textures for
secondary tasks. Previous research demonstrated, for standard interaction sit-
uations in which no secondary task is involved, the ability for users to accu-
rately recognize tactile textures on touchscreens even when using different finger
speeds [27]; or when perceiving simultaneous but different textures [26]; or when
the size of the texture is small [19]. However, in all these studies participants
have to focus on only the tactile feedback based task. Therefore, it is unclear how
the user perception of tactile texture could be impacted by a real-world scenario
where participants have to interact with a primary task that can for example,
saturates the attention or is cognitively demanding. Among other fundamen-
tal questions, one can for instance ask the following: does users perception of
textures remain effective when performing another primary task? Does relative
position of the tactile surface matter in such setting? How do users handle the
two tasks? Do users continue interacting with the primary task when recognizing
textures? How do they distribute eye-gaze attention when recognizing textures?

To investigate these specificities, we conducted two experiments to examine
users’ perception of tactile textures rendered on a mobile touchscreen when per-
forming another primary task on a laptop. In the first experiment, we study
the effect of an attention saturating task on textures recognition: the primary
task in this experiment is a highly visually demanding task which feature the
control of a pseudo-randomly perturbed moving ball, in a manner similar to
the approach used in [11]. In the second experiment, we study the effect of a
cognitively demanding task on textures recognition: as primary task we consider
a text typing task [9]. We also explore the effect of the touchscreen position
(on the left, right and forward) relatively to the primary display on the user
interaction. For both experiments we refer to a control situation, in which no
primary task is involved. Our findings indicate that the attention saturating task
decreases performance by 6.98% and increases frustration, mental demand and
physical effort, by comparison to the control situation. Different hand postures
and strategies to handle and perform the two tasks have been used. In partic-
ular, our findings confirm that the recognition task can be done eyes-free while
continuing performing the primary task. By contrast, the second experiment
shows that cognitively demanding task impacts texture recognition by increas-
ing time to switch to the texture recognition task but also decreases time needed
to recognize the texture without compromising accuracy. The primary and sec-
ondary tasks are handled sequentially with gaze attention directed to the current



performed task (i.e., either the primary display or the touchscreen). For both
primary tasks, the recognition rate stays higher than 82% and the total time
does not decrease, suggesting that tactile texture could be effectively recognized
and used by users when performing a primary task. We also do not find an effect
of the touchscreen position on the performances, but indeed on user behaviour.

This paper contributions constitute, to the best of our knowledge, the first
empirical investigation of the effectiveness of tactile textures on touchscreen
when performing another primary task that either saturates the attention or is
cognitively demanding.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review previous work on tactile feedback in terms of devices,
rendering techniques, textures perception studies and the effect of an attention
saturating or cognitively demanding task on tactile feedback interaction.

2.1 Tactile feedback based devices

Touch interaction is the primary input modality of many modern mobile de-
vices [24], when enhanced with tactile feedback, it allows to deliver information
about touched elements. Vibrotactile stimuli [8, 6, 5] is the most used tactile
feedback. It consists in vibrating a part or the entire touch screen display to
induce a physical sensation of vibration. This kind of tactile feedback are more
informative then descriptive. Consequently, many researchers investigated the
use of physical augmentations on-top of the screen [20, 28, 10], and of course
designed new devices with richer capabilities for tactile feedback [1, 7, 31, 24, 30,
27]. In particular, two main technologies have emerged to support mobile device-
based tactile feedback: (1) electrovibration [3, 25, 32] which enhance the friction
between the finger and the interaction surface and (2) ultrasonic technologies
which reduce the friction through the “squeeze film effect” [1, 7, 24, 30]). In the
remainder of this paper, we leverage the latter tactile feedback device [30].

2.2 Tactile textures rendering techniques

Three main rendering techniques have been proposed in the literature: SHO,
SHT and LHT. Surface Haptic Object, or SHO is based on mapping a given
texture with a discrete sampling of position and have been used by most exist-
ing surface devices (e.g., [3, 24, 1, 21, 25]). SHT (Surface Haptic Texture) have
been introduced, recently, by Vezzoli et al [30, 27] and relies on real time finger
speed. Rekik et al. [27] compared the SHO and SHT techniques. Their findings
indicate that SHT leads to the highest level of quality of tactile rendering for
dense textures with either fast or moderate velocity; whereas SHO is still more
accurate for sparser textures with moderate velocity due to positional shift. Con-
sidering these results, Rekik et al. [27] introduced the LHT (Localized Haptic
Texture), a new rendering technique [27]. LHT separates the tactile rendering



into two different processes: first, the finger position is retrieved from the hard-
ware, and the corresponding texture is selected through a search in a grid of
taxels. The taxel texture is then rendered locally by defining only one period of
the texture and then repeated in a loop at a rate that depends on the finger’s
speed. LHT was shown to provide a high-fidelity between the texture and its
visual representation. In our work we used the LHT technique.

2.3 Tactile textures perception

Previous work have examined users perception of tactile textures on touchscreens
devices. In [27], the authors investigated the user ability to perceive textures
when using different finger speeds. In [19], the authors determined the smallest
texture size that user can accurately perceive. Researchers have investigated the
users ability to perceive simultaneous but different textures [26], provided the
semantic perceptual space of textures [12] and studied the effect of different
physically challenging contexts on textures perception [14]. Researchers have
also looked at the benefits of tactile feedback to enhance physicality [23], improve
pointing techniques [7], help visually impaired people to interact with objects [17]
and enhance musical interaction [18]. However, these findings are likely to differ
when users are making another primary task that either saturates the attention
or is cognitively demanding.

2.4 Effect of attention saturating and cognitively demanding task
on tactile feedback interaction

Harrison et al. [15] investigated the relevance of dynamic buttons displays based
on pneumatic actuation when the user is performing simultaneously an attention
saturating primary task. They employed the same attention saturating dual task
framework than in [11, 4] in which users performed a attention-saturating task
while simultaneously performing additional tasks on the pneumatic display. As
in [11, 4] the goal of the attention saturating task was to keep a moving circle
centered on a fixed crosshair. The attention needed to perform actions in the
secondary task was measured as a drop in performance in the primary one. Re-
sults showed that pneumatic displays performs as well as physical buttons with
fewer glances towards the surface when performing the primary task. Cockburn
et al. [10] investigated users’ performances when interacting with a touchscreen
covered with a static stencil overlay while driving in a 2D emulator. Their results
showed that with tactile feedback, users selected a target quickly and that stencil
significantly reduced the visual attention demands on normal touchscreens with
shorter eye-glances directed away from the primary task. Rydström et al. [29]
used a driving simulator as a primary task while asking participants to interact
with a secondary one through a haptic ridges rotary device. Their goal was to
investigate whether haptic ridges can facilitate the interaction with the rotary
device while driving. Their findings showed that driving performance did not
significantly vary between haptic-only and haptic/visual conditions, and that
adding haptic ridges to the visual information did not necessarily reduce the
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Fig. 1: The visual representations of the four textures used in the experiment.

gaze-away time from the road. Chen et al. [9] studied the effect of a cognitively
demanding primary task, through a typing text, on recognizing spatiotemporal
vibrotactile patterns which constitute the secondary task. They found a strong
effect of the primary task on recognition rate. However, although the findings
there-in are of valuable contribution, users’ perception of tactile textures on
touchscreen devices and users’ mental model and behaviour were not captured.
Additionally, we can not blindly apply those results to ultrasonic devices which
provide different sensations of tactile feedback [30, 26].

3 Experiments

We conducted two experiments to investigate the effect of a primary task on
tactile textures recognition on a touchscreen. We consider two primary tasks,
the first saturates the attention while the second is cognitively demanding. The
two primary tasks are described in the corresponding experiment section. The
two experiments share many similarities that we describe in this section.

3.1 Method

We used E-vita [26] as the main device holding our secondary task. E-vita is a
tactile feedback tablet that support friction reduction using ultrasonic vibrations.
It uses the squeeze film effect technique and this by creating an over pressure
between the user’s finger and the vibrating surface at an ultrasonic frequency
[13], this air bearing alter the device’s coefficient of friction so that a user can
feel different textures thanks to this variation in friction. The E-vita [26] tablet
supports a sampling frequency of 50 Hz thanks to the capacitive sensor included
in it’s 5-inch LCD display, which guaranties capabilities similar to commercial
mobile devices.

We consider four different textures following previous studies [27, 26, 19, 30].
We encode the different textures with respect to different texture densities by
considering the following spatial periodicity: densest – 1.2 mm; dense – 5.1 mm;
medium – 25.5 mm and sparse – 51 mm. In Figure 1, the tactile textures are
shown by alternating black and white bars; high friction is associated with the
black color and low friction with the white color. Given that we use the Evita,
which, when vibrating, reduces friction, this maps black to off and white to on to
create tactile patterns. To render a given texture we used the LHT technique [27].

The primary task was implemented in JavaScript framework using the Node.js
runtime and ran on a Dell laptop machine with a 13-inch LCD display screen with
a desktop resolution of 1920×1080. Participants’ faces were also videotaped.In
addition, one author observed each session and took detailed notes, particularly
concerning think-aloud data, hand postures, and mental model.



3.2 Design

The experiment used a 2 × 3 × 4 × 3 within-subject design for the factors:
activity, position, texture and block. Activity presents if the participant is doing
a primary task or just waiting for the notification that we named here the control
condition. Consequently, in the first experiment, the activity is either centering
the ball (i.e., the attention saturating task) on the laptop or the control condition
and in the second experiment, activity is either the text-typing (i.e., cognitively
demanding task) or the control condition. Position is the position of the surface
compared to the laptop and covers three values: right, left and froward. The
tactile surface was oriented horizontally (i.e., parallel to the ground). For the
right position, the surface was placed 5cm away diagonally from the bottom-
right of the laptop with an orientation of 45◦. For the left position, the surface
was placed 5cm away diagonally from the bottom left of the laptop with an
orientation of -45◦. And for the forward position, the surface was centered and
placed 5cm below the laptop keyboard which in turn was centered in front of
participants. Texture covers the four presented textures in the previous section.
Block covers 3 value (1-3), with the first block serving as a training phase.

3.3 Procedure

After asking our participants to seat comfortably on a desk in face to the lap-
top, participants had to answer a demographic questionnaire, after which, the
experiment task was explained along with the additional requirements for both
the primary and the secondary tasks. Participants then began the experiment.

The experimental trials were administered as blocks of 12 trials (4 textures
× 3 repetitions), each block sharing a primary activity and a tablet position.
For each activity, and for each tablet position, participants had to perform three
blocks of textures identification. Blocks sharing a tablet position were adminis-
tered consecutively to minimize physical device displacement; then grouped by
primary activity to allow questionnaire assessment. The two primary activities
were counterbalanced. Inside each activity, the three tablet positions were also
counterbalanced. Inside each block, the four textures × three repetitions were
randomly presented to the participants – a total of 216 (=2 activities × 3 posi-
tions × 3 blocks × 4 textures × 3 repetitions) trials per participant. After each
block of trials, participants were encouraged to take a break. After each activity,
participants completed a NASA-TLX worksheets.

3.4 Task

Both experiments required from participants to interact with a primary task on
the laptop and to recognize textures on the tablet (secondary task) each time
they receive a notification. Participants were asked to prioritize the primary
task over the secondary one, and were told that their performance was being
measured for both tasks.

In the experiment 1, participants had to perform an attention saturating task
and a control condition, and in experiment 2, participants performed a cogni-
tively demanding task and the same control condition. In the control condition,
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Fig. 2: Experiment setup according to the three positions of the haptic table.

participants had only to react to the notifications displayed on the laptop screen
to perform the texture recognition task. The rational of adding the control con-
dition, is to better understand the effect of the attention saturating/cognitively
demanding primary task on user perception of tactile textures.

For the secondary task, participants were asked to move their index finger
on the surface from right to left and inversely to perceive the texture, without
a predefined hand or a starting finger position or time restrictions or limited
number of clutches or swipes. Participants had the total liberty in choosing how
to proceed to explore the whole texture. No visual feedback of the rendered tex-
ture was shown on the surface, only tactile feedback was sent to the participants
while sensing the texture. In addition, as the Evita device makes noise when
alternating high and low frictions, the participants were equipped with noise
reduction headphones to avoid any bias. Once the participant recognized the
perceived texture, he pressed on the “confirm” button that is positioned on the
top of the tactile surface. This location was chosen to be sure to not disturb
the texture perception task . A new screen is then displayed, and participants
had to select the visual representation of the perceived texture from the four
visual representations of the four evaluated textures on the tablet surface and
then confirm their choice by pressing again the “confirm” button.

At the experiment phase, participants started interacting with the primary
task. And after a random period of time between 2 and 14 seconds, a notifica-
tion was shown up in the computer screen and a texture was rendered in the
tablet surface. This indicate to the participants that they can start recognizing
the rendered texture on the tablet surface. Participants were free to choose the
appropriate strategy to handle the primary task and the secondary one while
keeping in mind that the primary task should be prioritized. Participants had
the total liberty to interact with both tasks at the same time or sequentially by
switching from one to another etc. After ending a trial by selecting the visual
representation of the perceived texture, our software presented the next notifica-
tion after a random period of time between 2 and 14 seconds. Each experiment
took around 90 minutes to complete. To reduce fatigue, sufficient resting periods
were given between conditions and as required by the participants.

4 Experiment 1: Effect of an attention saturating task

In this experiment, we investigated the effect of an attention saturating primary
task on the recognition of textures. We followed [15, 4, 11] and used the same pri-
mary task that saturates the attention. Our primary attention saturating task
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Fig. 3: User performances in the first experiment.

featured a circle moving randomly according to a two-dimensional Perlin noise
function. Participants were asked to keep the circle centered over a cross-hairs
displayed in the center of the square as the best they could, and this by contract-
ing its movement using the arrow keys of the laptop keyboard. Participants were
asked to use one hand to perform the primary task while having the total liberty
in choosing which hand to use. Participants were free to use the same hand to
interact with the secondary task or to use their second hand. Participants were
told that keeping the circle centered on the crosshair was the most important
task and that their performance was being measured for both the primary and
the secondary task. The procedure and task as well as common apparatus are
presented in the Experiments section.

Thirteen participants (5 females) volunteered (not paid) to take part into the
experiment. Participants ages were between 24 and 36 years (mean=30.23 years,
sd=4.45years). All participants were right handed.

4.1 Results

Results for each of the dependent variables (reaction time, movement time, total
time, accuracy, number of swipes and number of clutches) are presented below.
All analyses are using multi-way ANOVA considering the following independent
variable: activity, tablet position, texture and block.. Tukey tests are used post-
hoc when significant effects are found. We also analyzed subjective responses.

4.2 Time Performance

We measured reaction time, movement time and total time. Reaction time was
the interval time between the appearance of a notification on the laptop screen
and the first touch on the surface device. It represents the time taken by the
participant to react and switch to the secondary task. Movement time represents
the time taken by the participant to sense and recognize the texture, from the
first touch, until pressing the “confirm” button for the first time. Total time
represents the time taken by a participant all along a trial, from the moment
the notification is shown up, until pressing the “confirm” button. It is the sum
of reaction and movement times. For time measures, we only considered timing
data from correct trials to better account for user performance.

Total time. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
block (F2,24 = 13.70, p < .0001) on total time. Post-hoc tests showed a significant
decrease in the time between the first block and the two remaining (p<.05;
block1: mean=6924 ms, s.d=445 ms, block2: mean=6174 ms, s.d=402 ms and



block3: 5744 ms, s.d=383 ms) due to a learning during the first block. As we are
concerned with user performance after familiarization, the remaining analysis
discards the first block.

There was a significant main effect of texture (F3,36 = 15.37, p < .0001) on to-
tal time with a significant activity×position×texture (F6,71.83 = 2.23, p = .0498)
interaction. Post-hoc tests revealed that when centering the ball, and having the
tablet on the right (respectively, forward), the densest texture is significantly
better recognized than both the dense and the medium (respectively, medium)
textures (p < .05).

Reaction time. There were no significant effects of activity (p=.58), posi-
tion (p=.36) and texture (p=.82) on reaction time nor interaction (p¿.13), with
similar means of 1644 ms (sd= 115 ms) with the control condition, and 1803 ms
(sd= 203 ms) when centering the ball (Figure 3b).

Movement time. There was a significant effect of textures (F3,36.23 = 18.26,
p < .0001) on movement time. Post-hoc tests revealed that the densest texture
(mean= 2619 ms, sd=376 ms) is recognized faster than the remainder tex-
tures (dense: mean=4513 ms, sd=445 ms, medium: 5117 ms, sd=472 ms, sparse:
mean=4684 ms, sd=411 ms).

4.3 Accuracy

Accuracy is defined as the proportion of correct identifications of textures.
There were significant main effects of activity (F1,12 = 3.86, p = .008) and

texture (F3,36 = 3.17, p = .0357) on accuracy. Post-hoc tests revealed that the
control condition (mean=88.78%, sd=2.25%) is significantly more accurate than
centering the ball (mean= 82.58%,sd= 2.50%) (Figure 3a). We also, found that
the densest texture (mean= 94.44%, sd= 1.42%) is significantly better recognized
than the remainder textures. There was no significant interaction (p > .1951),
suggesting that the drawback of centering the ball activity are consistent across
textures and surface positions and the benefits of the densest texture are con-
sistent across different activities and tablet positions.

4.4 Number of swipes and clutches

Number of directional swipes is defined as the number of times the user
moves his finger on the surface from left to right or right to left during the
movement time. Number of clutches is defined as the number of times the user
released his finger from the surface and than put it again on the surface from
the first touch. We excluded error trials from analyses.

Number of Swipes. Analysis of number of swipes shows no significant effect
of activity (F1,11.98 = .99, p = .33), with similar means of 6.35 (sd=.53) for the
control situation and 5.26 (sd=.52) for centering the ball (Figure 3d).There was,
however, a significant effect of texture (F3,36.12 = 10.67, p < .0001) on number
of swipes. Posthoc tests revealed that the densest texture (mean= 3.42, sd=.37)
produced significantly less swipe gestures than the remainder textures (dense: :
mean=6.16, sd=.70, medium: mean=7.16, sd=.94 and sparse: mean= 6.52, sd=.76).

Number of Clutches. Similar to number of swipes, when analyzing number
of clutches, we found no significant effect of activity (F1,11.98 = 3.27, p = .09)



Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Control Centering Wilcoxon Control Typing Wilcoxon

mean s.d mean s.d Z mean s.d mean s.d Z

Mental demand 2.38 .41 3.84 .43 -3.20 2.75 .68 3.41 .65 -1.90

Physical demand 1.84 .66 3.30 .56 -2.75 1.75 .42 2.75 .64 -2.89

Temporal demand 2.76 .63 3.76 .32 -1.96 2.25 .42 3.08 .61 -2.77
Performance 4.07 .34 3.92 .34 .70 3.91 .44 3.58 .56 1.63

Frustration 1.84 .53 3.23 .55 -2.91 1.83 .58 2 .53 -1.15

Effort 2.15 .53 4 .44 -3.23 2.33 .60 2.91 .61 -1.86

Note: Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests are reported at p=.005 (?) significance levels.
Table 1: Mean and s.d questionnaire responses, with 1=very low, and 5 = very

high for experiment 1 and experiment 2. The significant tests are highlighted

with similar means of .55 (sd=.09) for the control condition and .94 (sd=.14)
for centering the ball (F1,11.98 = 3.27, p = .09). There was a significant effect of
texture (F3,35.86 = 6.83, p = .0009) on number of clutches. Post-hoc tests revealed
that the densest texture (mean=.35, sd=.12) produced significantly less clutches
than the remainder textures (dense: : mean=.78, sd=.17, medium: mean=.95,
sd=.20 and sparse: mean=.92, sd=.17).

4.5 Subjective results and observations

Our quantitative data were accompanied by considerable qualitative data that
capture users’ mental models as they handle and perform the primary task and
the secondary one.

4.5.1 Nasa TLX results We recall that our participants were asked to rate
the overall task after each activity condition. Overall, questionnaire responses
(Table 1) showed that recognizing textures when centering the ball was signifi-
cantly more demanding mentally and physically while having significantly higher
perceived effort and being more frustrated than in the control condition.

We correlate these findings with comments from participants that felt that
managing the ball while performing a texture recognition is more difficult than
when they had just to identify the texture after receiving a notification. Some
quotes:“for me, doing both tasks simultaneously was difficult”, “it is stressful
to center the ball and recognize the texture at the same time”. In addition, one
participant felt that “the overall task demands a lot of effort and is highly frus-
trating ... I try to quickly identify the texture to not loose time or getting the ball
not centred but I felt confident in recognizing the textures”.

4.5.2 Hands input posture We instructed participants to prioritize the pri-
mary task (centering the ball) over the secondary one (recognizing the textures)
while giving them the total liberty on the number of hands to use and which
hand to use to handle and perform the primary and the secondary task. In-
terestingly, for a given surface position, we observed that once the participant



starts the task with a given hands posture, he continues with that posture until
finishing all the trials in that position. In the following, we present the different
hands postures used to perform the primary and the secondary task once the
notification has shown-up:

– One-handed (dominant hand) – 1H. Two participants used their dom-
inant hand (here right hand) to perform sequentially the primary and the
secondary task during all the experiment and independently on the position
of the touch surface (see Figure 4a).

– Two-handed directional posture – 2HD. This hands posture is strongly
correlated to the position of the tactile surface and consists of using the hand
closed to the tactile surface to perform the secondary task and the other hand
to perform the primary one (see Figure 4b). For the forward position, as to
interact with the primary task, participants have to press on the arrow keys
which are localized at the extreme right of the keyboard and so the laptop,
we then considered the primary task as being more on the right than the
secondary one. For 2HD posture, when performing the secondary task, the
hand used for the primary task remains on the keyboard arrow keys. While
when the secondary task finished (i.e., participants have to only perform
the primary task), we were able to observe three postures performed by the
hand used for the secondary task: (1) fingers-above: the hand fingers are
kept above the surface by placing the wrist in a stable position just below
the surface (see Figure 4c), (2) fingers-closed: the participants’ wrist was
placed just below the surface, but the hand was a little bit moved back with
a closed fingers (see Figure 4d), and (3) hand-moves: the hand used for
the secondary task was putted on the office and maintained in a perimeter
around the surface (see Figure 4e). In addition, we observed two participants
using the finger-above posture often touching the screen of the surface before
a notification shows up to anticipate the appearance of this latter. Overall,
this hand posture is used by nine participants for the right, eleven for the
left and nine for the forward surface position.

– Two Arms Crossed – 2AC. This hand posture is strongly correlated
to the task priority and consists of using always the dominant (here right)
hand for the primary task and the non-dominant (here left) hand for the
secondary task despite the surface is on the right position. Consequently,
the participants arms were crossed (see Figure 4f). Participants kept their
dominant hand on the keyboard array keys when performing the secondary
task, and when this latter is finished, they used either the fingers-above
(see Figure 4g) or the hand-moves (see Figure 4h) for the hand used to
interact with the secondary task while keeping the hands crossed. Overall,
two participants used this posture for the right surface position.

– Two Arms Semi-Crossed – 2ASC. This posture occurred essentially in
the forward position, when users used their non-dominant (left) hand to
interact with the primary task, and their dominant (right) hand for the sec-
ondary task crossing a little their arms to perform both tasks (see Figure 4i).
Here, also participants kept their dominant hand on the keyboard array keys
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Fig. 4: The different hand postures used during the experiment.

when performing the secondary task, and when this latter is finished, they
used the fingers-above for the hand used for the secondary task while keeping
the hands semi-crossed (see Figure 4j). Two participants used this posture.

4.5.3 Strategies used to handle the primary and the secondary task
We noticed different methods or behaviours adopted by our participants to pri-
oritize the primary task (centring the ball) over the secondary task (recognizing
the textures), which we grouped into three main strategies that we highlight
here-after. Interestingly, we observed that once the participant starts the task
with a given strategy, he continues with that strategy until finishing all the trials
of the activity independently of the surface position or the hand posture used.
We highlight the different strategies and the hand postures used hereafter:

– Competitive interaction with Exclusive attention to Primary task
(CEP). Five of the thirteen participants kept interacting strongly with the
primary task when they were interacting with the secondary one while their
gaze attention was mostly conducted toward the laptop screen (i.e., the pri-
mary task) with a nearly eyes-free interaction with the tactile surface (i.e.,
the secondary task). In addition, all of them used to put more visual atten-
tion for the tactile surface only when they have to select the texture after
perception, as it needs three button selections (confirm the end of percep-
tion, selecting a texture and then confirming the selection) with generally
glances toward the primary task screen between those three actions. They
also, rarely look at the tactile surface before starting perceiving the texture
or for locating this latter during the experiment. Two participants using this
strategy found that the activity is similar to “driving” while “checking the
GPS on the phone” or “manipulating their multimedia car radio”.
Four of the five participants interacted with the primary task in the same way
and with almost the same rhythm during all the experiment i.e., even when
they have additionally to identify a texture. While we observed a different
behavior for the remaining participant which used to move sequentially the



ball from left to right, and from right to left by continuously alternating
pressing on the left and the right arrow buttons to “insure keeping the ball
centered” while performing the texture identification.
Three hands posture were associated to this strategy. 2-HD was used by
respectively three, five and four participants for the right, left and forward
surface positions. Two participants used 2AC for the right position and one
participant with a 2ASC for the forward position.

– Reactive Interaction with Shared Attention to Both tasks (RSB)
Three of the thirteen participants interacted principally with the secondary
task and reacted to the primary task only when necessary i.e., the ball
moves away from the center, while keeping their hand over the arrow keys.
Their gaze attention was shared almost equally between the primary and
the secondary task when identifying textures, with certain cases where the
primary task got more gaze attention then the secondary one. This strategy
was used with a 2HD by three participants for both the right and left surface
positions. Two of them continue using this hand posture for the forward
position while the latter used a 2ASC.

– Divided interaction with Exclusive attention to Secondary task
(DES) Five of the thirteen participants stopped interacting with the pri-
mary task and switched to the secondary one until they select a texture. In
addition, to insure that the ball will not deviate from the box center, partici-
pants perform quick identifications of the rendered textures. And sometimes,
when the notification showed up, participants start by making sure to center
well the ball before switching to the secondary task. Most of the gaze atten-
tion was conducted toward the secondary task with only few glances toward
the primary one. Two participants used a 1H and the three latter used a
2HD for the three surface positions.

4.5.4 Methodologies for identifying textures To better understand how
participants were performing, we report hereafter the four different strategies
elaborated by participants in order to identify the textures; which is the by-
product of the discussions that followed each activity condition. Four main
strategies were identified:

– Visualizing the texture image in the user mental when perceiving the texture.
– Counting the number of all tactile feedback and then match its position with

the visual texture.
– Using the densest and the sparse textures as a reference.
– Comparing the distance between two successive feedback and compare it to

the user’ finger width to determine if the texture is sparse or medium. One
participant said: “for the medium and sparse textures... I had to look to my
finger to make the correspondence between the distance between two succes-
sive signals and my finger width to determine which texture I am feeling.”.

These findings are correlate to the findings of Rekik et al., [27, 26, 14]. Inter-
estingly, many participants were able to know that they had made a mistake



during the task for a particular texture when they were feeling the next one.
With full practice, one may conjecture that the accuracy and the speed should
eventually increase. Importantly, our participants used these four main strategies
independently on the activity condition.

4.6 Discussion

Our key finding is that user’s primary task had an impact on recognition rate
without compromising the speed. We observed an average decrease of perfor-
mance of 6.98% (from 88.78% to 82.58%) with an additional mental and physi-
cal demands, frustration and effort. These findings are consistent across different
surface positions. We also observed different hands postures (one one-handed and
three two-handed) and strategies to handle the primary and the secondary task
with some participants making the secondary task without the need to see the
surface device making the interaction with it eyes-free. Additionally, for the two-
handed postures, the hand used for the primary task remains on the keyboard
even when performing the secondary task to be ready to react to the primary
task. However, interestingly, the hand used for the secondary stays in the sur-
rounding area of the tablet even when the two hands are crossed or semi-crossed.

5 Experiment 2: Effect of a cognitively demanding task

In this experiment, we followed [9] and used the same text-typing3 exercise as
our cognitively demanding primary task. We asked our participants to prioritize
typing over texture recognition, and told them that their performance was being
measured for both the primary and the secondary task. The procedure and
task as well as common apparatus are presented in the Experiments section.
Twelve new participants (3 females) volunteered (not paid) to take part into this
experiment. Participant ages ranged between 22 and 41 years (mean=30.41years,
sd=6.05 years). All participants were right handed.

5.1 Results

We consider the same dependent variables than in experiment 1.

5.1.1 Total time As in experiment 1, we found a significant main effect of
block (F2,22 = 9.43, p = .0011) on total time with the first block slower than the
two remainder ones (block1: mean=8122 ms, s.d=872 ms, block2: mean=8017 ms,
s.d=640 ms and block3: 5744 ms, s.d=667 ms). Post-hoc comparison confirms
these differences (p < .05). As we are concerned with user performance after
familiarization, the remaining analysis discards the first block.

Analysis of total time shows no significant effect of activity (F1,11.03 = 0.43,
p < .5251), with similar means of total time between the control condition (mean=
7761.085 ms,sd= 608.148 ms), and typing (mean= 8421 ms,sd= 726 ms). There
was a significant effect of texture (F3,33.47 = 9.72, p < .0001) with the densest
texture (mean=6237 ms, sd=785 ms) being recognized significantly faster than

3 https://www.goodtyping.com/test.php



all remainder textures (dense: mean=8821 ms, sd=1080 ms, medium: mean=9163 ms,
sd=1012 ms, sparse: mean=8210 ms, sd=814 ms). Importantly, there was no sig-
nificant interaction (p > .30) suggesting that these results are consistent.

5.1.2 Reaction time There was a significant effect of activity (F1,11.02 = 7.95,
p = .0166) on reaction time, with the control condition faster (mean=2065 ms,sd=208 ms)
than typing (mean=5124.839ms,sd=661ms) (see Figure 5b). Post-hoc compar-
ison confirms differences between the control condition and typing (p < .05).
We correlate this result with user behavior. For instance, contrarily to the con-
trol condition where participants started the texture recognition when receiv-
ing the notification, in the typing activity, participants continued writing their
word/sentence before switching to the recognition task. There was no significant
interaction (p > .35), suggesting that the drawbacks of typing are consistent
across different textures and surface positions.

5.1.3 Movement time There was a significant effect of activity (F1,11.02 = 7.47,
p = .0194) and texture (F3,33.47 = 9.86, p < .0001) on movement time. Posthoc
texts revealed that typing (mean=3296 ms,sd=300 ms) is significantly faster than
the control condition (mean= 5695 ms,sd=524 ms)(p < .05) (Figure 5c). We also
found that the densest texture (mean=2719 ms, sd=415 ms) is recognized sig-
nificantly faster than all remainder textures (dense: mean=4968 ms, sd=732 ms,
medium: mean=5458 ms, sd=689 ms, sparse: mean=5014 ms, sd=595 ms). There
were no significant interactions (p > .05), suggesting that the benefits of typing
are consistent across textures and surface position.

5.1.4 Accuracy Analysis of count of trials containing an error shows no
significant effect of activity (F1,11 = 1.66, p = .2236) on accuracy, with similar
means of 87.15% with the control condition, and 84.95% for typing. There was
a significant effect of texture (F3,33.47 = 5.13, p = .0051) with the densest tex-
ture (mean= 96.2963%,sd= 1.716964%) being more accurate than the remainder
textures (dense: mean= 96.29%,sd=1.71%, medium: mean= 77.54%,sd=4.98%,
sparse: mean=85.41%,sd= 4.15%).

5.1.5 Number of swipes There was a significant main effect of activity
(F1,11.02 = 4.57, p = .05) on number of swipes. Post-hoc tests revealed that the
control condition (mean= 8.33, sd= .91) produced significantly more swipe ges-
tures than when typing (mean= 6.15, sd= .85) (p < .05) (Figure 5d). This result
is correlated to the movement time that decreases with the typing activity. There
was no significant interaction (p > .12), suggesting that this finding is consistent
across different tablet positions and textures.

5.1.6 Number of Clutches We found no significant effect on number of
clutch nor interaction (p > .05) (mean= .81, sd=.15).

5.1.7 Subjective Results and Observations Nasa-TLX responses (Table
1) showed that typing was significantly more demanding physically and tem-
porally than the control condition . However, contrarily to experiment 1, in
this experiment, only the DES strategy is used to prioritise the handle of both
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Fig. 5: User Performances in the second experiment.

tasks. When participants received a notification, they first finish the word or
the sentence they were writing then switch completely to the secondary task.
Then-after, they make quick textures identification. The gaze attention was ex-
clusively conducted toward the secondary task i.e., identifying the textures on
the tactile surface when interacting with the secondary task, with some rarely
glances toward the primary task for the forward position.

The switch from the primary task to the secondary one was accompanied
with a switch in the number of used hands: from two hands to one hand. For
instance, ten participants used exclusively their dominant hand when interacting
with the secondary task, while the two remainder used the closest hand to the
tactile surface to identify the texture (i.e., their right hand for right and forward
positions and their left hand for the left position). Finally, all our participants
used the same methodologies used in experiment 1 for identifying textures.

5.2 Discussion

Our key findings is that user’s primary task (typing text) had an impact on
recognition time and number of swipes and was mentally more demanding than
the control condition. We observe an increase in reaction time of 148% (from
2065ms to 5124ms) and a decrease in movement time and number of swipes by
respectively 42% (from 5695ms to 3296ms) and 26.17% without compromising
total time and accuracy. These findings are consistent across different surface
positions. These findings are also correlated to user strategy to handle the two
simultaneous tasks while prioritizing the typing task over the texture recognition
task. Our participants, first, finished writing the current word or sentence before
moving to the textures recognition task. And then-after, our participants made
quick interactions with the secondary task, before resuming the primary one.

6 Discussion & Implications

In this section, we discuss the implications of our results for attention saturating
and cognitively demanding primary task, posture, tactile texture design and
eyes-free interaction.

6.1 Attention saturating primary task

Our first experiment highlights an effect of the attention saturating primary
task on recognition rate: we observed an accuracy drop from 88.78% to 82.58%
when participants have to keep the ball centred. However, while at first glance,
it may look like using tactile texture with such a primary task is unusable,
the recognition accuracy did achieve good rate of 82.58%. Consequently, this



suggests that tactile textures could be effectively recognized and used by users on
touchscreens when making such primary task. However, researchers interested in
validating lab results in more realistic conditions may want to include tasks that
saturate the attention as a factor for their experiment. We believe that more
attention saturating tasks, in particular when considering a realistic scenario,
e.g., driving, would see a higher drop of accuracy.

6.2 Cognitively demanding primary task

Our second experiment highlights an effect of the cognitively demanding task
(typing) on recognition time: we observed an increase in reaction time from
2065ms to 5124ms and a decrease in movement time from 5695ms to 3296ms
without compromising the recognition rate or the total recognition time. How-
ever, in the real world, what matters is the total time to convey information,
which is why we included the total time to present the stimulus. The differences
between the different activities is not significant. Consequently, this suggests that
tactile texture could be effectively recognized and used by users when typing-
text on laptop. Additionally, we believe that with practice users can cognitively
chunk the simultaneous two tasks and greatly reduce their reaction time. The
typing activity was as accurate as the control condition, but with shorter move-
ment time to recognize the texture, which requires more concentration. Thus,
one may conjecture that the accuracy should eventually increase with practice.

6.3 Eyes-free interaction design

Our findings indicate that the perception of tactile textures can be made in an
eyes-free interaction when performing at the same time an attention saturating
primary task. This suggests that interacting with the tactile surface through
textures can permit a user to sense the regions without diverting the eyes from
the primary display during visually demanding tasks. Thus, designers should
consider tactile texture to create an eyes-free dialog between the surface and the
user especially when the user have to interact with another primary task.

6.4 Hands posture during two simultaneous tasks

Different hand postures have been used to handle and perform the primary and
the secondary task. In particular,For an attention saturating primary task, our
findings indicate that the 2HD posture is the most used posture. This posture is
strongly correlated to the position of the surface device (used for the secondary
task): the closed hand to the secondary task will perform it. This finding may
help designers to choose the appropriate position for the secondary task device
dependently on their preferred hand for the primary task.

6.5 Tactile texture design

Our results showed that the densest texture was the easiest and quickest one to
identify among the four evaluated textures, and as most participants reported:
“it’s easy to guess the densest texture”. It also required less effort then the other
textures with significantly less swipes and clutches when users had to perform an



attention saturating task simultaneously. Those findings suggest that the densest
texture may be a good choice when designing tactile texture based interactions.
Designers can also consider combining the densest texture with the sparse texture
to create a large set of textures as our participants felt that“it’s easy to determine
the difference” between those two textures.

6.6 Limitations & next steps

Like any study, our study presents limitations. For example, in our studies par-
ticipants were younger than the population average, were right-handed and all
are students at the university. Undoubtedly, elder people, children or left-handed
would behave differently. These issues are worthy of investigation, but are be-
yond the scope of the current work.

We observed different strategies to handle and perform the attention satu-
rating task and the texture recognition one, accompanied with either exclusive
attention to one task or shared attention to both tasks. However, the current
study, do not allow us to determine which strategy is better.Consequently, our
upcoming work will compare these different strategies while fixing the gaze at-
tention to examine the effectiveness of tactile textures on touchscreen surfaces
in each scenario and to determine its effectiveness when being able to see the
tactile surface or not.

Finally, we do not found the same results nor the same behaviour (only
one shared strategy to handle both tasks) when changing the primary task in
our experiments. We believe that the overall message of this findings is simply
that different interaction context produce different performances and behaviour
on the texture recognition secondary task for the end user. These differences
limit the overall generalization of our findings for other different primary tasks.
As other scenarios exist where user can make a primary task while checking
his mobile (e.g., a person using his smartphone while being in a meeting or
speaking with another person [28] or making a reading comprehension task or
a word search [2] or when the attention is fragmented [16]), additional work
will be required to explore how best to recognize textures on touchscreen while
performing other primary tasks.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted the first investigation on the effect of an attention
saturating primary task and a cognitively demanding primary task on tactile
textures recognition on ultrasonic haptic tablet. Our findings indicate that for
both primary tasks, the recognition rates for tactile textures stays higher than
82% without compromising the total time. However, contrarily to the cognitively
demanding task, the attention saturating task increases frustration and mental
demand compared to the control condition. We have also gained insight into
the mental models of users when handling two simultaneous tasks and have
discussed their implications for tactile feedback based interaction. We hope that
our findings will prove useful to tactile feedback designers assisting them toward
designing novel tactile feedback based techniques that would help users making
the secondary tasks without being distracted from the primary task.
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